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ABSTRACT

Instead of using a computer cluster with homogeneous nodes and very fast high bandwidth connections, we want
to present the vision to use the Internet of Things (IoT) as a database machine. This is among others a key factor
for smart (assistive) systems in apartments (AAL, ambient assisted living), offices (AAW, ambient assisted working),
Smart Cities as well as factories (IIoT, Industry 4.0). It is important to massively distribute the calculation of
analysis results on sensor nodes and other low-resource appliances in the environment, not only for reasons of
performance, but also for reasons of privacy and protection of corporate knowledge. Thus, functions crucial for
assistive systems, such as situation, activity, and intention recognition, are to be automatically transformed not only
in database queries, but also in local nodes of lower performance. From a database-specific perspective, analysis
operations on large quantities of distributed sensor data, currently based on classical big-data techniques and
executed on large, homogeneously equipped parallel computers have to be automatically transformed to billions
of processors with energy and capacity restrictions. In this visionary paper, we will focus on the database-specific
perspective and the fundamental research questions in the underlying database theory.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this section, we will shortly present our aims, our
motivation to do this research, and give an overview of
the article.

1.1 What We Are Aiming at

The main idea of our project is to use the Internet of
Things (IoT) as a database machine instead of using

This paper is accepted at the International Workshop on Very
Large Internet of Things (VLIoT 2020) in conjunction with the
VLDB 2020 conference in Tokyo, Japan. The proceedings of
VLIoT@VLDB 2020 are published in the Open Journal of Internet
of Things (OJIOT) as special issue.

a computer cluster with homogeneous nodes and very
fast high bandwidth connections. It is important to
massively distribute the calculation of complex database
queries on available sensor nodes and other low-resource
appliances in the environment, not only for reasons
of performance, but also for reasons of privacy and
protection of corporate knowledge.

1.2 Original Motivation

Already a few months before the name Edward Snowden
became known worldwide, we had the idea for the
PArADISE project, which should support a privacy-
aware realization of situation, activity and intention
recognition (SAIR) in assistance systems. Several
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research projects of the DFG coordinated research group
MuSAMA and the larger coordinated research cluster
Mobile Assistance Systems of the state of Mecklenburg-
Western Pomerania have been criticized in the press,
radio and television because a Big Brother was suspected
behind these assistance systems. MuSAMA was to
determine the basics of spontaneously coupled appliance
ensembles, where the activities and intentions of the
users were to be determined from the sensors of the
appliances in order to support them with the assistive
environment. Even before Edward Snowden and long
before the EU-GDPR came into force, we wanted to
allow the analysis of certain information for specific
purposes, but automatically exclude side effects that
could endanger privacy. For this purpose, the diverse
sensor data of the users were to be evaluated as close as
possible to the sensors, for example directly on the smart
appliances.

The horizontally distributed architecture for the
development phase of the assistance system, including
the training phase of the underlying Machine Learning
procedures (PaMeLA), and the vertically distributed
architecture for processing the data close to the sensors
during operation of the assistance system (PArADISE)
will be presented in more detail in Section 3.

1.3 Current Motivation: Corona Proximity
Tracing App

The topic of privacy-aware assistance technologies
has gained importance in 2020 due to a far-reaching
pandemic. How to efficiently determine chains of
infection through an App that a very large percentage
of the population should use, but without endangering
the privacy of the App’s users? For example, it
should be prevented that data is collected centrally,
which would enable other analysis results about the
users, such as exact movement profiles, in addition to
chains of infection. The best way of preventing such
analysis options is, for example, to process the data in
a completely decentralized manner without any central
storage. The analysis engine for the chains of infection
is simply the ensemble of the users’ smartphones. In the
spring of 2020, there was a dispute in Germany whether
the PEPP-PT [33] (Pan-European Privacy-Preserving
Proximity Tracing) project should after all store and
evaluate the collected data centrally. Many of the
researchers originally involved in PEPP-PT denied this
and separated the DP-3T [40] (Decentralized Privacy-
Preserving Proximity Tracing) project from the PEPP-
PT development. In the meantime (at the time of writing
this article), the German Ministry of Health has promised
that the decentralized version will be ready for use by
end of June 2020.

The approach chosen for contact tracing of infection
chains is suitable for the completely decentralized
processing of user-related data. The user’s smartphones
only send the results of the analyses, in the case of
DP-3T only anonymously to other smartphones affected
by infection chains, without revealing the origin of the
report.

1.4 What We Are Aiming at, Revisited:
Specific Research Questions

The general research question is now: Can we
automatically transform algorithms that are supposed
to work on centrally collected data gathered from
decentralized smartphones (or general IoT devices) in
such a way that the capabilities of parallel, decentralized
IoT devices are fully utilized? Is it possible to
automatically transform the centralized approach into a
decentralized one? For what types of analyses is this
possible? In other words, for which analyses can a
large collection of IoT devices be used as a massively
distributed database machine? In our research we
are still at the beginning of the way to answer these
questions. In this article, we present both the State of the
Art in relevant sub-areas of database research, our own
previously completed partial works and their results, and
especially the vision for a far-reaching solution of the
above questions.

1.5 Structure of the Article

In the remainder of the article, we will give a short
overview of the State of the Art in relevant database
research fields in Section 2. The research results that
we have achieved so far are summarized in Section
3. Section 4, on the other hand, introduces open
research problems that we want to tackle in the future
— and we hope that other database research groups
will follow. One of the aspects of the open research
problems is a necessary technique to prove equivalence
of (1) centralized complex data analysis algorithms such
as complex database queries, and (2) a large number of
small queries on IoT devices that are also the sources of
the data to be analyzed. For the purpose of this research
problem, we introduce some techniques of database
theory such as query containment, the Answering
Queries using Views (AQuV) problem, and the CHASE
algorithm as a universal tool in theoretical database
research in Section 5. We conclude by presenting The
Hammer and the Dance (with the Tiger) principle and
applying it to the 2020 pandemic as well as to the
necessary fundamental database research (Section 6).
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2 STATE OF THE ART

We review the state of the art in corresponding areas
like cloud computing and big data, fog computing, and
embedded database management systems.

Cloud, Big Data, and Fog Computing: In the era
of Big Data, more and more information is stored and
processed in Cloud environments. Such systems offer
a variety of services and possibilities for data storage,
including services for the Internet of Things (e.g. APIs
for REST and MQTT) and for assistive systems (such
as smart living environments). Unfortunately, privacy is
often ignored or, at least, it is not guaranteed by cloud
services.

Instead of using hundreds of thousands of computers
in a data center (e.g. Google) in the cloud, we can
also use hundreds of billions of sensors or devices
in the IoT to perform the necessary computations
for the activity and intention recognition of assistive
systems. This results in fog or edge computing [39, 6]
and even in local data processing on sensors. What
is missing in fog computing, is a database-centered
approach to computation, i.e., given a query representing
a necessary computation on IoT sensor data, the question
is, how to automatically prevent the system from simply
transferring the complete data sets to cloud servers.

Embedded DB Systems: Besides standard database
systems, there exist several specialized databases like
Berkeley DB [38] and TinyDB [23]. These systems
are designed to run on resource limited devices like
Raspberry Pis or even as embedded databases directly
on the sensor. In [7], several approaches to a distributed
database management on sensor networks are compared,
TinyDB among them, here especially aiming at energy
efficiency. Acquisitional query processing [7, 23] can
push queries to sensors and select relevant sensors
in a WSN to reduce the amount of sensors needed
for a computation (sensor reduction). In the existing
approaches mentioned in [7], this sensor reduction
is completely done manually (by the programmer).
Our aim is to automate this process by dimension
reduction operations, that are generated by the query
transformation process.

Nori [32] gives an overview on small embedded
database systems and lists challenges like mobility,
streaming, disconnected state, and embedding. TinyDB
[23], Berkeley DB [38], and eXtremeDB [29] are
systems which have a small footprint ranging from
150 kByte to 200 kBytes and are configurable, allowing
to reduce size further. TinyDB relies on a special OS
(TinyOS) and provides a variant of SQL as extremeDB
does. Both allow for in-memory databases and use a
tuple store. Only TinyDB is suitable for the requirements
of (highly) resource-constrained devices, however not all

necessary database query operations are included.
Stream Data Processing: Chaudhry et al. give a

survey on data stream algorithms, languages and systems
[5]. For data stream operators and their semantics in
general refer to [24]. Joining data from different sources
if operating on sliding windows or streaming sensor data
needs special algorithms.

To fight against weak bandwidth and strong latency,
it becomes convenient to render the query evaluation
into an autonomous and self-adaptable execution on
large-scale networks. [31] proposes a mobile relational
algebra to decentralize the control of the dynamic
query optimization processes to increase this autonomy.
Unfortunately, the approach operates just on standard
algebra.

Some basic query capabilities we have to consider:
To be able to perform complex data analyses, we
have to extend the standard relational algebra operators
SPJ (Selection, Projection, Join) mostly used in
approaches from database theory. To express Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms have to add recursion and
the aggregates minimum, maximum, sum, count and
average in conjunction with linear arithmetic constraints.
What is also missing, is an extension of these techniques
to more general aggregate and grouping operators as
well as window-based (data stream) operations and a
new type of join connecting tuples with similar (but not
equal) timestamps. In Section 4, we will introduce the
SAIR (Situation, Activity, and Intention Recognition)
and the ML-QL (Machine Learning Query Language)
base operations.

3 OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we will summarize those of our own
research results of the last two decades relevant to the
problem of transforming a centralized database query to
an ensemble of IoT devices with restricted capabilities
automatically. What have we done so far?

3.1 The General Framework

As two of our current research projects, we are
developing the PaMeLA1 and PArADISE2 frameworks.
These frameworks aim at supporting developers of
assistive systems in three development phases. In Figure
1, these phases are shown as Development (left-hand
side), Data and Dimension Reduction (depicted by the
arrow in the middle), and Usage (right-hand side):

• Development: ML Developers and Data Scientist
are trying to detect and predict user activities, using

1 Parallelization of Machine Learning Algorithms
2 Privacy-aware assistive distributed information system environment
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Figure 1: The general Framework: PaMeLA (to the left) and PArADISE (to the right) [27, 28]

data from a small amount of test persons, collecting
sensor data for a short time period (maybe some
weeks), annotating these sensor data with activity
information, and then trying to learn the activity
models by means of ML algorithms. This is our
PaMeLA framework.

• Data and Dimension Reduction: In the
development phase, there is a small amount
of probands, but a large amount of sensors and also
high-frequency sensor data. After having derived
the activity and intention models, one has to reduce
the dimensions of the data (e.g., the number of
sensors being evaluated) and the size of the data
itself (e.g., measuring and transmitting sensor data
every minute instead of every milisecond).

• Usage: When using the assistive system afterwards
for a huge number of clients (millions of clients
having billions of sensors) with the reduced set
of sensor data, one has to decompose the SQL
queries detecting the activities and intentions of the
users. This query decomposition aims at better
performance because the query will be vertically
pushed down to the sources of the data (the sensors)
as close as possible. Even more importantly, the
decomposition of the query results in better privacy
for the user of the assistive systems, since most
of the original sensor data has not to leave his

personal equipment, his apartment, or his car. Only
a remainder query, the part of the query that cannot
be pushed down to the clients and sensors, has
to be evaluated on the large cluster computers of
the provider of the assistive system. This is our
PArADISE framework.

To be able to automatically decide about the privacy-
oriented decomposition of the queries, we have to use
SQL queries as a basis for query containment and
Anwering-Queries-using-Views techniques. Hence, it
is crucial for this approach to be able to express ML
code by a sequence of SQL queries in the development
phase of the system. Only then, one can use the privacy-
by-design principle when constructing the evaluation
algorithms in the usage phase.

3.2 PaMeLA

We call the provider of the globally distributed system
Poodle [12]. Poodle uses ML development tools such
as R, Python or higher-level languages to derive the
activities and intentions of the user. This ML code will
then be transformed to a sequence of SQL statements.
These SQL statements will then be evaluated in parallel
on a large computer cluster, the parallelization will be
introduced by the PaMeLA system. This phase is called
ML2PSQL in Figure 1.

Database Support for Assistive Systems: In the
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DFG-funded Joint Research Group MuSAMA, we
developed basic database support techniques for assistive
systems. Here, we transformed Machine Learning
(ML) algorithms into complex SQL queries, aiming at
parallelizing relational row or column store database
query operations [26]. During MuSAMA, several
situation, activity and intention recognition algorithms
were developed based on Machine Learning techniques
on masses of sensor data combining smart (home)
appliances [44, 36]. These use cases give us a
large amount of sensor data, situation models and
activity models for our future research. In [37],
we applied stream data management operations for a
simulation environment. The supported operations are
simple selection and projection operations or application
supplied methods.

In [27], we showed how a specific ML algorithm,
the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), can be transformed
into an optimized sequence of SQL statements. In the
coordinated research projects we participated in, the
Hidden Markov Model has proven suitable for different
SAIR problems that had to be solved to build the
assistance systems.

In [28], we further optimized the SQL sequences
realizing the ML algorithm by parallelizing the queries
on a computer cluster horizontally. The ML algorithm
implementation in SQL heavily used matrix operations.
It turned out that the HMM problems in our projects
resulted in matrix-matrix or matrix-vector products of
very sparse matrices. For operations on sparse matrices,
parallel database management systems proved superior
to other Big Data Frameworks such as Spark or others.

In the remainder of this article, the PaMeLA
framework and the development phase of ML algorithms
will not be considered further.

3.3 PArADISE

Privacy in Database Systems: In our previous work,
we focused on privacy aware query rewriting on
”traditional” database systems. We developed efficient
algorithms to identify information in high dimensional
data which compromise privacy [9], integrated privacy
concepts for anonymization by slicing and k-anonymity
into relational structures [11, 20] and developed concepts
for data minimization through query rewriting [13].
Additionally, we formalized privacy constraints for
assistive environments [10] which are included in the
query transformation process.

An overview on our previous work concerning privacy
in databases can be found in [12]. In our approach,
performance aspects of Big Data Analytics and privacy
protection are combined. Our privacy aware query
processor generates anonymized result sets, which still

maintain a high degree of quality for the assistive system
while additional knowledge can hardly be derived. The
preprocessor allows the analysis and the privacy aware
rewriting of database queries and decides whether the
query is answered directly on the current layer or if is
sent to a lower layer.

To reduce privacy violations, it is necessary (1) to
decrease the amount of collected personal information,
i.e. to apply the principle of data avoidance (except
where data are required), (2) to process data with
personal references as less as possible or — at least
— as close to the local data sources (sensors) as
possible and (3) to anonymize, pseudonymize and delete
personal data, unless it is used for further processing and
necessary to realize the aim of the assistive environment.

Data minimization and data avoidance are
indispensable requirements for the design of smart
systems. This requirement can be achieved in databases
by transforming both queries and query results, as well
as using views, a technique we developed in the MOVI
project [18]. The methods developed are restricted to
standard SQL language.

Query Containment / Transformation: In [13, 12]
we proposed a layered architecture to achieve privacy
through query rewriting in the Internet of Things. The
architecture consists of several layers (see Figures 2
and 3) with different power regarding expressiveness of
queries, memory and energy consumption.

The cloud layer sends a query Q to the database
instance d integrating the entire sensor data recorded in
an IoT environment. As data sources, sensors are located
in appliances in apartments and buildings which sum
up to the mentioned (distributed) database. Instead of
shipping d to the cloud server, maximal parts of Q will
be evaluated as close to the sensor as possible. The whole
query processing procedure is given by:

Q(D) := dj

:= Qj(... d
′
i = A(di = Qi(... (d1 = Q1(d)) ...)))

The query Q is fragmented in queries Qj (that
will be executed on the lower layer) and a remainder
query Qδ that can only be performed at the more
powerful layer. While Q could be an iterative machine
learning algorithm implemented in R and SQL, and
Qj a complex SQL query with recursion, the lowest
layer in the processing chain can only compute some
simple selections and aggregations over the last values
generated through a window function. Each of the nodes
will ship the query result dj to the node sending the
query. After a final anonymization step A, the data d0
will only be a small subset of the original data d. A
detailed description of this concept can be found in [13].
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Figure 2: Layered System Approach (MW: Middleware, App: Application; in accordance with [16])

Up to now, the technique mentioned above, only
works for simple SQL statements. Within our first
systematic studies [14, 15] on applying Query Rewriting
on more complex queries, we were able to integrate
aggregate as well as arithmetic constraints in the
rewriting process. In the future, we want to extend
the techniques to SAIR-operations based on ML-QL
operators as their basis (all of them being introduced in
Section 4).

4 OUR VISION: DECENTRALIZED
ANALYTICS ON IOT APPLIANCES

In this section, we will introduce open research problems
that, on the one hand, we want to tackle in the future,
but, on the other hand, that should be also interesting for
other database research groups joining us on the way to
deriving decentralized database queries on IoT devices
automatically from existing centralized solutions. We
will now broaden our PArADISE approach that was
restricted to specific smart environments using trained
HMM applications for activity and intention recognition.

4.1 The General Aim

The handling of data in IoT environments will
be rethought fundamentally in the future, not only
for performanced reasons like a reduced energy
consumption [39], but also to respect the user’s privacy.
Currently, data is just pushed to the cloud where it will
be combined and analyzed in different ways. A layered
approach enables new methods to store, process, and
query data on the lower layers. To achieve this, IoT and
database middleware have to be collated [16].

We consider the IoT — processors and storage in
billions of sensors and smart appliances — as a new
hardware platform for database management systems.

Our applications can be smart, assistive systems, as in
PArADISE, but also other applications making use of
data from IoT devices.

Instead of using a computer cluster, we want to
examine how the Internet of Things (IoT) can be used
as a database machine. We call our approch BiSAM
(Billions of Smart Appliances as a Database Machine).
Functions crucial for assistive systems, such as situation,
activity and intention recognition (SAIR), are to be
automatically transformed not only in database queries,
but also in local nodes of lower performance.

4.2 The BiSAM Approach

From a database-specific perspective, analysis
operations on large quantities of distributed sensor
data, currently based on classical big-data techniques
and executed on large, homogeneously equipped
parallel computers have to be automatically transformed
to billions of processors with energy and capacity
restrictions.

For this purpose, query-containment techniques on
relevant analysis operators, originating from the database
theory, are to be developed further, which also take into
account capability constraints (Capability-Based Query
Rewriting).

From an IoT-specific perspective, database operators
are to be integrated into IoT nodes using a lightweight
middleware (see Figure 2). These operators should
be elementary but also suitable for assistive systems.
In particular, scalability, flexibility, energy and quality
requirements have to be considered.
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Figure 3: Query Push Down and Result Pull Up

Technical Aims: Privacy, Protection of
Corporate Knowledge, Performance

Privacy, Protection of Corporate Knowledge: While
SAIR queries supporting the main aims of assistive
systems should be allowed to operate, other possible
Big Data Analytics applications to derive user or motion
profiles should be automatically rejected. We can
do this by reducing the amount of detailed sensor
data to be collected on cloud servers, as well as
by checking privacy constraints against the queries
performed, resulting in query containment techniques.

Performance: While collecting and analyzing all
IoT sensor data of billions of smart appliances on
centralized servers may be too expensive, we aim at
pushing maximal parts of the analysis as close to the data
sources (IoT leaf nodes such as sensors) as possible. We
then can analyze masses of data extremely in parallel.

In order to achieve these goals, we will turn the
architecture of assistive systems upside down: instead
of transferring the data to the manufacturer via the cloud,
we will evaluate the SAIR operations as early as possible
at the sensor. To achieve this, we introduce a layered
approach in which a local fog layer, a personal layer and
finally an IoT leaf node layer are introduced below the
Cloud Layer.

Our Approach: Automatic Pushdown of ML-
QL Operations from Cloud to IoT Nodes

In smart, assistive systems, the situation, activity,
and intention recognition (SAIR operations) can be
realized by ML (Machine Learning) algorithms. We
will formulate ML algorithms by an ML query
language (ML-QL). The ML-QL base operations are
simple selections (filters), projections (without duplicate
elimination, so stream-based projections are possible),
uncertain timestamp join (on most recent time windows,
see also [30]), aggregations over most recent values,
grouping over time dimension, as well as several
matrix operations resulting in complex matrix equational
systems. Selection and aggregation operations are
important for data reduction, projection is important for
dimension reduction. Data and dimension reduction are
important for privacy and performance reasons.

We will investigate the concrete set of database
querying operations that are necessary to do the SAIR
computations. This will result in base operations of the
ML-QL query language. Our focus is on the following
sets of operations: from simple aggregates, like maxima
and sums, we want to extend the approach to complex
functions like correlation or regression. Further, we
want to identify special cases for complex queries where
maximal query transformations and query containment
are undecidable in general but can be solved under
certain conditions.

Figure 3 describes the process of rewriting a complex
query to match the capabilities of the lower layers of
our architecture. The query push down mechanism
calculates queries resulting in a minimal superset of the
final result. We will see in Section 5, that classical
Answering-Queries-using-Views techniques calculate a
maximal subset of the original result instead.

We will then push down these operators to fog,
personal and IoT leaf node layer, applying the ML-QL
selection, projection, join and aggregation operations as
close to the data (sensors; appliances; fog) as possible.
The ML-QL base operations have to consider (1) time
constraints, (2) space constraints (volatile vs non-volatile
memory on IoT leaf nodes or appliances), (3) quality
constraints (when joining information over similar but
not equal timestamps), (4) energy constraints, and (5)
the privacy constraints, the user has defined for his IoT
or personal layer.

Complex algorithms like Hidden Markov Models and
auto-correlations are based on advanced aggregates,
e.g., linear regression and standard deviation. These
aggregates can be splitted into basic aggregates like
sums, averages, and so on. In our approach, these
transformations are done automatically, so that the
simple aggregates are executed on resource limited
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devices while a remainder query Qδ will combine the
pre-aggregated data in order to compute the final result.

By the transformation of the queries, we aim to
enhance not only the performance of the system. Due
to the transformation of queries, less data are transmitted
to service providers. In general, this will lead to more
privacy by data minimization and data avoidance, but
it is not known, if the anonymized result still contains
personal information.

We will then apply query containment techniques to
compare the queries performed on the fog layer with the
privacy constraints that are expressed by views in ML-
QL. We therefore have to extend the query containment
techniques to the ML-QL base operations used in our
approach.

Our work will extend our preliminary work on
privacy-aware query processing [13] where we used
simple SPJ queries up to now, and the work in [14,
15] where we already added aggregate functions and
arithmetic constraints to the simple SPJ queries.

This results in the research challenges of query
transformation (Capability-Based Query Rewriting),
checking query containment and privacy, and
incorporating the quality, resource and privacy
constraints given.

4.3 Our Vision: Optimal Pushdown, Proving
Equivalence of Solutions

The capabilities / constraints detected and defined
in earlier phases, are now used to influence the
transformation of the ML-QL queries. We will
integrate the time and space constraints of appliances
(Personal Layer) and IoT leaf nodes as well as the
quality, energy and privacy constraints into the query
transformation, resulting in a multi-level capability-
based query rewriting.

One of the aspects of the open research problems
is a necessary technique to prove equivalence of (1)
centralized complex data analysis algorithms such as
complex database queries, and (2) a large number of
small queries on IoT devices that are also the sources
of the data to be analyzed. For the purpose of
this research problem, we introduce some techniques
of database theory such as query containment, the
Answering Queries using Views (AQuV) problem, and
the CHASE algorithm as a universal tool in theoretical
database research in the next section.

5 THE DATABASE THEORY BEHIND BISAM

Our approach to an optimal, automated distribution
of complex queries from the cloud to the Internet of
Things, is a technique based on three different but related

concepts of (relational) database theory. The optimal
distribution of complex queries to capacity-restricted
subsystems can be calculated by combining the Query
Containment Problem (QCP), Answering Queries using
Views (AQuV), and the CHASE.

5.1 Query Containment

The formal principles of query containment and
query equivalence and their complexity proof of NP-
completeness for conjunctive queries were introduced by
Chandra and Merlin in [4]. The article also proves that
the QCP is undecidable for general queries. The query
containment problem is defined as follows:

A query Q2 is included in the query Q1 (Q2 v Q1),
exactly when for each database instance d ∈ D it is true
that query results of Q2 are a subset of query results of
Q1, i.e. ∀d ∈ D : Q2(d) ⊆ Q1(d). Two queries Q1 and
Q2 are equivalent (Q1 ≡ Q2), exactly when each of the
two queries contains the other one: Q2 v Q1∧Q1 v Q2,
i.e. the queries have equivalent results.

For simple conjunctive queries (consisting of simple
selections for equality, projections and connected),
Chandra and Merlin [4] show that the problem is
solvable. Based on this work, many other approaches
have been developed for further classes of queries: In
[43] and [1] additional negated query predicates are
allowed in the query. Klug [22] extends the possible
comparison predicates by further arithmetic comparison
operators (<, ≤, ≥, >).

Klug [21] allows the integration of simple aggregates
(sum, max, min, count) by extending relational algebra
and the relational calculus. More complex query
containment considerations, particularly with regard
to the combination of aggregates with arithmetic
and arithmetic comparisons (including negation) and
functional dependencies and inclusion dependencies, are
considered by Can Türker in [41].

5.2 Answering Queries using Views (AQuV)

A special case of the QCP is the problem, whether a
query against a database can also be expressed by a query
only against user views. The reason can be that a user
was only granted access to a set of restricted views and
— due to privacy reasons — not to the database relations
directly. Different AQuV techniques calculate a query,
performing the same query only with the defined views
(if possible), or calculating the maximal subset of the
result by the use of views, at least.

The classical techniques for AQuV are the bucket
algorithm [8] and the MiniCon algorithm [34]. MiniCon
is one of the most effective approaches to the AQuV
problem. By the extensions or approaches in [2, 17] it is
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also possible to integrate semantic integrity constraints
into the queries.

Unfortunately, the classical techniques are only
suitable for simple SPJ queries and assume that the
data sources have unlimited main and disk space for
computation. What is missing in the classical approaches
are extensions of relational queries to include any
combination of aggregate functions, groupings, as well
as window functions and fuzzy joins, for example on
time stamps. The operations are needed in smart
or assistive IoT environments and applications. The
previously introduced SAIR operators represent complex
queries for this purpose, which can only be analyzed
inadequately by the means available so far.

5.3 The CHASE as a Universal Tool

More recent approaches, such as the one presented in
[19], use a modification of the CHASE/BACKCHASE
procedure using provenance information to solve the
AQuV problem. The CHASE was formally introduced
or specified as a universal tool in [25, 42]. As
one of the first use cases, it was shown how tuple-
generating-dependencies (tgds) and equality-generating
dependencies (egds) can be integrated into query patterns
using the CHASE [3].

The CHASE algorithm also applies a set of so-called
st-tgds (source-to-target tgds) to a query. An st-tgd can
be interpreted as a query against the source yielding the
target as the query result. In this way, we can express
views as st-tgds and can CHASE these views into the
original query. The expanded query is then optimized
by reducing the query to operate only on views. This is
done after the CHASE phase in a second BACKCHASE
phase.

With more complex applications of the CHASE such
as the AQuV problem, two problems arise: (1) While
the original, simple CHASE terminates, the extended
CHASE on st-tgds for the AQuV problem does not
terminate in some cases. (2) The st-tgds for the view
definitions as well as the CHASEd query should be
simple SPJ-queries. So we will have to start the Dance
with the tiger (see Section 6) in our research: we have to
extend the CHASE because of (2) but have to restrict the
AQuV-CHASE because of (1).

5.3.1 What Database Theory Can Do as One
Step towards Our Vision

The CHASE solving the AQuV problem can not only
incorporate views into a query and reduce / optimize
the expanded query by the BACKCHASE phase. As
we have been able to express views as st-tgds, we
can also express other constraints as some kind of

dependencies. In our research, we have to define
the following constraints to be CHASEable: (1) time
constraints, (2) space constraints (volatile vs non-volatile
memory on IoT leaf nodes or appliances), (3) quality
constraints (when joining information over similar but
not equal timestamps), (4) energy constraints, and (most
importantly) (5) the privacy constraints, as well as (6) the
query operators avaliable at a lower level.

As an example: If the personal or IoT level is not
able to perform a join, but a simple equality selection,
these operators available at a specific level should be
CHASEd into the original query — similar to the views
being CHASEd into the query for the AQuV case.

Thus, we use an extension of the AQuV technique
to answer queries using only restricted capabilities of
query processors (Capabilty-Based Query Rewriting,
here performed by the CHASE). The AQuV problem
has to be generalized to the AQuO problem (Anwering
Queries using Operators), describing restricted query
operators available on the devices in the Internet of
Things. The idea is to CHASE these operators into the
query to be able to BACKCHASE the enhanced query to
fragment and remainder queries automatically.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At the end of this article, we would like to summarize our
research results and state the goals of our future research:
The vision of an Internet of Things, which processes the
data coming from IoT devices in a distributed manner
locally, and thus represents a privacy-aware database
machine.

6.1 Vision: The Internet of Things as a
Privacy-Aware Database Machine

Instead of collecting data from IoT devices and then
having it analyzed centrally on cluster computers of large
service providers, we want to analyze as much data as
possible locally and only perform absolutely necessary
analysis steps (the remainder queries) centrally.

For the support of assistive systems, we initially have
a classical, horizontally distributed architecture on a
computer cluster at the time of development, on which
methods of situation, activity and intention recognition
(SAIR) from sensor data are trained in parallel using
Machine Learning techniques. Here we have to evaluate
a large number of sensors from comparatively few test
subjects. After a dimension reduction, we want to limit
the recognition algorithms to fewer sensors, but scale
the overall system to a huge number of participants.
The evaluation algorithms should then be pushed over
different layers (like fog layer and personal layer) to the
IoT devices.
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For the push of analysis operators we have shifted as
many partial queries as possible to deep layers of our
vertical architecture in a kind of algebraic optimization
of database queries. So far we can already show with this
technique that with respect to the algebraic rules known
to us, the operators are executed as close as possible to
the data sources.

However, in order to determine the optimum of
such a vertical distribution, we have to use general
procedures of query containment and the determination
of the equivalence of queries. These are realized in
database theory using the CHASE procedure. We want
to extend the CHASE procedures, which could already
solve the Answering Queries using Views problem, to
an Answering Queries using Capabilities (or Operators)
problem and at the same time CHASE the privacy
policies as integrity conditions into the central query, in
order to automatically derive the optimal, privacy-aware
distribution of the query on the vertical architecture.

This technique would allow that the analysis
algorithms continue to be developed at a central level
on a (virtual) central database and to be automatically
transformed into a privacy-aware variant that evaluates
as close as possible to the sensors. A prerequisite for our
technique is that the necessary analyses can be expressed
with the database language SQL.

6.2 Underlying Theory: The Hammer and the
Dance

As we mentioned earlier in this paper, an automatic
pushdown of fragments of analysis algorithms to IoT
devices such as smartphones would have been helpful
to transform a centralized Proximity Tracing App to a
decentralized one for detecting SARS-CoV-2 infection
chains. The decentralized Proximity Tracing App is one
of the building bricks of a successful The Hammer and
the Dance strategy in fighting against the pandemic [35].

In this strategy, the hammer is an extensive lockdown
with exit restrictions, restricted social contacts (social
distancing), school and business closures to severely
limit the spread of the virus. If this hammer was
effective, one can move on to the dance phase and
relax the regulations as long as the infection process
remains manageable, infection chains can be traced
(the App helps) and infected persons can be isolated
quickly. Should these criteria deteriorate, loosening the
regulations must be reduced a little. Loosening and
tightening a leash would be the two necessary actions
to be able to dance with a dangerous tiger. In this case
the dangerous tiger is called SARS-CoV-2.

Analogously, in relational database theory there is a
universal tool, a hammer, that can already solve basic
problems of the integration of integrity constraints into

a query and the integration of given user views into a
query. In some cases, however, conditions have to be
tightened in order to make the solution of the problem
more efficient. Sometimes conditions and operators have
to be generalized to be able to express SAIR problems in
SQL using Machine Learning methods. This loosening
of those restrictions valid for the CHASE up to now,
however, must be done pragmatically and nevertheless in
a controlled manner so that the dance with the dangerous
tiger called undecidability or inefficiency still remains
successful.
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